
Sandrine Monin 

To date Sandrine Monin has made a significant effort to consolidate the necessary skills, 

knowledge and build a diverse experience appropriate to her career development. She is 

following and working on a supported pathway to assure and maintain a level of integrity in 

her work and her growth in self-management. 

It is inspiring to hear Sandrine’s creative aspirations. Looking at conceptually different 

approaches to the collaborative process This work has the possibilities of developing an 

audience which is not focused on the proscenium arch experience but gives the chance to have 

lived experiences, inform the conversations, the narrative and future developments of her as 

an artist. I do believe this could be a refreshing way to view dance through a social and diverse 

means of art collaboration.  

Her process has already unlocked a new confidence, further pushing her creative practice by 

looking into collaborations whilst braving the unknown and new territories.    

The current project Sandrine is investigating is not only current with societal needs but has 

potential and longevity to remain relevant.  There is further need for the exploration of cross 

artforms however, there is strength in this partnership as each are independently strong and 

of great value. This application is demonstrating Sandrine ability to take her choreographic 

skills beyond the norm and expected.  

Leadership and sector development have become a key focus to Sandrine’s development. All 

be it at the relatively early stages of her own transformation from stage to directorship. This 

was demonstrated in a recently managed international exchange to Bern, Switzerland. 

Sandrine managed the logistics and delivered an intensive R&D with multiple players in a 

challenging location.  Showing great skills in management and leadership. 

We pride ourselves on maintaining contact with artists that have worked with Phoenix and 

then moved on and we support their career development as much as we can - we (Phoenix) 

want to be able to do more of this, to offer more regular informal and formal platforms for 

career development and leadership. Having nurtured Sandrine’s choreographic work within 

the company, its clear she is worthy of future investment. In addition, she has proven to be 

trustworthy and maintained a level of integrity respected by many who have been fortunate 

to experience Sandrine and her work. We are delighted Sandrine remains committed to 

working in and from the North of England.  
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